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Jonathan Pratt says his music career effectively ended in 2017 after he was attacked by a Lyft driver in New York City.
Pratt, a 1997 graduate of the School for Creative and Performing Arts, is a composer, producer and musician who plays numerous instruments. His work
has been performed at Lincoln Center, the Kennedy Center, the American Dance Festival and the Brooklyn Academy of Music.
He says the attack left him with injuries including a fractured wrist bone and a traumatic brain injury. Even now, two years later, he said playing an
instrument at a professional level remains extremely difficult.
“After the incident, I was unable to play or do or make anything,” said Pratt, who underwent multiple surgeries and moved back to the Cincinnati-area
after two decades in New York. “It took me out of the game.”
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Pratt and his Loveland-based attorneys, Matthew Metzger and Steven Wolterman, have sued Lyft in New York state court, saying the ride-hailing

company ignores safety when hiring and has resisted measures that would make its service safer.
Among the allegations is that Lyft does not conduct background checks of drivers in New York City. Instead, a city agency, the Taxi and Limousine
Commission, performs and reviews them. The lawsuit also says the company doesn’t perform ongoing checks and monitoring of its drivers in New York
City.
But that is unique to New York City, where drivers must be licensed by the commission.
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Police have not been able to find the driver accused of attacking Pratt, Kouame Nguessan, who is a native of the Ivory Coast. The commission’s records,
the lawsuit says, show that there were previous complaints about Nguessan “threatening, harassing and abusing riders.”
Lyft said in a statement that safety is fundamental: “The incident described is terrifying, and the driver was permanently banned from the Lyft community.”
According to the lawsuit, despite a police investigation, Lyft didn't terminate Nguessan from its platform until eight months after the attack, meaning he
gave approximately 730 additional rides.
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Pratt's attorneys say it took Lyft nearly six months to respond to a subpoena from New York City police.
Lyft's policy for handling law enforcement requests, listed on its website, says a subpoena or other valid legal process is required in order to disclose user
information. The company says it will produce information without a formal, legal request when there is an immediate threat of death or bodily harm.
The incident at the center of the lawsuit happened May 24, 2017. Pratt, who then was living in New York City, requested a ride from a Brooklyn
restaurant using the Lyft app on his smartphone.
The Lyft driver, Nguessan, got lost, the lawsuit says, and Pratt tried to give him directions to the restaurant. After about 10 minutes, Pratt decided to
cancel the ride, but Nguessan refused to accept the cancellation, according to the lawsuit.
Ultimately, Nguessan confronted Pratt, demanding that he get into the car. According to the lawsuit: Pratt began using his phone to record video, and
Nguessan ran from his vehicle and attacked Pratt, trying to take the phone.
The lawsuit says Nguessan slammed Pratt headfirst to the concrete, then kicked him repeatedly before smashing the phone on the sidewalk.
Also, according to the lawsuit, Nguessan swung at the face of Pratt's friend, a woman who was “pleading with him to stop."
Part of the attack was captured on the restaurant's surveillance camera.
The lawsuit says Lyft’s high driver turnover rate coupled with the need to find drivers to grow market share “incentivizes the company to hire quickly and
ignore safety concerns.”
The lawsuit blames Lyft for the fact that Nguessan has not been found by police. It says Lyft gave police only his email address and a telephone number,
but “refused to provide any other information,” such as his address, driver’s license number and the vehicle driven on the date of the attack.
Pratt has moved back to the Cincinnati area. He said he initially believed he'd be able to get through what happened, but the brain trauma and the
multiple surgeries on his wrist continue to affect him.
"I can only describe it as a nightmare that kept unfolding and getting worse and worse and worse," he said.
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